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EDITORIAL 
5 In Caialonia there are same cities which have. in a literal sense. inborn or capitality obtained from 
some supra-regional territories. They propicíate communicaílon between these cities being either near 
or far away, providing economical and cultural inlerchanges. With this insgue regional project a risk is 
taken as the new formula for the administrative arrangement creates more competitiveness and 
resources lar tiie Capital deteriorating Hs área oí authority compared wlih ottier Capitals. 
D05SIER 
12 THE "PORTRAIT PAINTERS", A PHOTOGRAPHIC CHRONIC OF AN AGE. AND THE TECHNICAL 
EQUIPMENT USED BY THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHERS, by Emili IVIassanas. 
By readíng the comments in the "Photographic manual", the firsl ever Catalán book on this theme, 
published in 1901, we are informed about all the technical display developing process. materials used, 
accessories and complements which surrounded this art at the beginning of this century. 
An exhauslive record of established photographers during the beginning of this century in the Girona 
regions. It shows both where century in the Girona regions. It shows both where they worked and the 
length of t ime they did so. 
EDITOR 
42 THE VARIANT OF THE N-ll OR THE ENDLESS HISTORY OF SUCH, by Caries Guerrero. Pau Lariao 
and Carme Vinyoles. 
An exposición of all the process of the N-ll project and its pass through Girona, the different proposals 
given, the agreements, the political contradictions, dated from the bo's till nowadays. Special incidence 
on the route to be taken by the variant through the Sant Daniel valley, would be a solution but it is 
surrounded by many unclear and contradictory points which have provoked a unanimous refusal from 
the population. 
ECONOMY 
54 THE POSSIBLE RESCUE OF THE SECTION OF THE MOTORWAY THROUGH GIRONA, by Josep 
Planas and Josep Vicens. 
The authors present an economical study showing vlability, l iberating the pass of the motorway 
through Girona, which would mean not having to go through the Sant Daniel valley, therefore 
preserving the ecclogical environment. 
HISTORY 
63 THE GIRONA ARMY AND MASONRY FROM 1931 TO 1939, by Josep Clara. 
THE CHURCH AND THE MASONRY IN OLOT AT THE END OF THE YEAR 800, by Jordi Canal. 
Two works which show the relationship between these two specific social ranks —the clergy and the 
army— with the free masonry in the Girona regions. The first telts us about what happened at the end 
of the XIV century, and the second belongs chronologically to the third decade of this century. 
SGEOGRAFY 
76 FOREIGN RESIDENTS ON THE COSTA BRAVA, by Xavier Paunero. 
Afther the lowering of the number of inhabitants of 27 municiples on the Costa Brava, the author does 
a study on the foreign residents in this área, their age, sex, why they imigrated and the social level in 
which they have integrated. 
WORK 
83 THE DYNAMIC COOPERATISM IN GIRONA. by Joan Berney. 
An article about the cooperative movement in the Girona región in the last decade. Exposition and 
study of three examples of different standards of associated works actually existing: one on infant 
school workers, another on professionals of the social group of psychical deficient and the third on car 
body workers. 
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